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November 1, 2013 4 min read Opinions Expressed by Entrepreneur Contributors are their own. Entrepreneurs are passionate people. We want to be heard. But often, knowing when to shut up can benefit you immensely. Cultivating your ability to keep your mouth shut is essential. Make no
mistake, this is something I still struggle with every day. But after twenty years of desire I just kept quiet that once - that's my advice:1. Remember, it's not personal. It's business. A few years ago, I sued a major toy company that I think violated one of my patented technologies. Looking



back, I think we could settle the dispute quickly if cold heads prevailed. But I became emotional, just like them. The conflict ended in federal court after three years of delays, which caused me huge losses. It's better not to make decisions when you're emotional. Step back and ask yourself:
Is this the best course of action or am I just upset right now?2. Pick up the phone. It's always easier to mis-understand by email. You will strengthen your relationship by clarifying what you and the person you are in contact with actually means simply by picking up the phone. I misinterpreted
what people wrote to me in letters on many occasions. When it comes to sensitive issues in particular - talk about it, and not just email. Hit removed. The idea that everyone can win an argument over the Internet is ridiculous. For whatever reason, some people like to use their anonymity to
be rude and abusive. It took me many years, but I think the best way to answer my haters is without saying anything at all. Even if you are calm, collected and reasonable, everything you write will only ignite the fire. There are just too many people who get pleasure from riling others up. If
you choose not to engage, you will be surprised how quickly the conversation dies. And, try to have a sense of humor! I'm usually furious when I first read the hateful comments, but later I find them funny.4 Let go of the need to have the last word. It's better to fly under the radar. You may
feel great about getting into one last kick, but more likely than not, someone will remember your frivolous comment long after you do and it will come back to haunt you. It's just not worth it. I was surprised to hear Mark Cuban, owner of the Dallas Mavericks and investor at Shark Tank, laugh
at the SEC on TV and in the media after he was accused of insider trading and found not guilty. It didn't seem wise. If they've been looking at him before, well, they're probably still there. The gloating is unattractive. Accept the idea that sometimes, the less, the more. We've all been to
meetings where someone asks question, and the person in charge goes on and on unnecessarily in response. Keep in mind that most questions can be answered simply. Recall Everyone who works with you will appreciate your ability to be brief. And frankly, it's also polite. We like the
sound of our own voices more than other people.6 Understand that some opinions are best left unspoken. Yes, everyone has a right to their opinion. But that doesn't mean we have to offer all our upside. The other day Martha Stewart said that she does not consider bloggers experts. Okay,
Martha. Of course, that's your opinion. But I think that was silly on her part because I'm guessing there are many, many bloggers who help promote their lifestyle brand. What is the purpose of undermining them to serve her? I'm not sure. But it could end up hurting her business. She needs
bloggers and influencers as much as everyone else does to push her brand.7. Get comfortable with awkward silence. When it comes to the art of negotiation, I've learned a simple truth: Never say first. Once I explicitly state what it is I want, I shut up. When we are uncomfortable with
awkward silence, it is tempting to fill it quickly, but if you do, you might end up saying something without thinking it through. I found that the first person to speak usually loses the argument. So ask your point of view, rest assured and make yourself wait for an answer. I hope these tips will
help you as much as they have helped me.  You read South Africa Entrepreneur, international media entrepreneur franchise. Starting a new business is no small feat. With a staggering 70 to 80 percent of new businesses failing in the first five years, ensuring that you have a feasible
business idea will give you a solid foundation for the business to build on. While there are many factors that contribute to business success and failure, assessing the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of your business idea with SWOT analysis will help you assess the
sustainability of your business idea. The purpose of SWOT analysis The purpose of SWOT analysis on your business idea is to determine its pros and cons - from whether it is a viable idea, to gain an understanding of whether your personality and strengths are business, what capital will be
required to run and grow your business, to analyze who your competitors will be in the market. The SWOT analysis tool will help you assess whether there is a market for what you want to sell, what price the market will tolerate for your product or service, and whether it is really worth
investing in your business idea in the first place. The drawbacks of performing THE SWOT Analysis are not the only tool you should use in business planning. As an analysis tool, it will only provide you with a simplified analysis of situations and factors to consider. Related: Go SWOT
Yourself: Taking an Objective Look at Your Leadership Style For the More Complex Issues You'll Be more in-depth research. Because of its simplicity, SWOT analysis has some limitations: Assessment of uncertain factors: SWOT analysis covers only factors that can be clearly sorted by
strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. This makes it difficult to address factors that may be uncertain or bilateral. A shop with excellent pedestrian traffic can be considered a force, but rent can be very high for store size, for example. Priorities or Solutions: The SWOT tool is
great for stimulating new ideas and learning more to evaluate, but it's not designed to prioritize or eliminate ideas, or provide solutions for alternative considerations. Creating too much information: You may also find that you have too much information to sort out at the end of the analysis,
making it difficult to come up with the right solution for your business. The benefits of conducting SWOT analysis there are many advantages to why conducting SWOT analysis is a valuable exercise. First, it won't cost you anything to consider the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats to your business ideas. It's also relatively simple and quick to complete. A free SWOT analysis template, like the free download below, can help provide format and swOT analysis examples to get you started. Some of the other benefits of SWOT analysis include: Stimulates Critical
Thinking: As a tool, SWOT analysis will help you consider both external and internal factors or situations that may affect your potential business. It also encourages critical thinking about how to achieve goals and objectives and whether there are the necessary basic competencies to
achieve those goals. Encourages iteration: SWOT analysis can also be a starting point for generating further ideas by shewas the original idea, so you can create viable, sustainable business opportunities. May be expanded: What is great about SWOT analysis is that it can be applied to
different areas of business - and personally too. Conducting a personal SWOT analysis will help you determine whether your business idea is right for your personality type, while considering the strengths and weaknesses of a new product or marketing strategy can be just as helpful. SWOT
Analysis Free download SWOT analysis templates provide you with a quick and easy way to start evaluating your business ideas strengths, weaknesses, capabilities and threats. Download FREE SWOT Analysis TemplateRelated: Ins and Exits SWOT Analysis for Marketing Growth of
KUERI National Partnership Assessments (NPEs) include primary funding from an operations partner to conduct specific assessments of initiatives with potential high impact on VA national policy. In particular, the Centres key questions: To what extent and how was the initiative
implemented? What factors and conditions contribute to or hinder implementation? What impact does this initiative have on patient experience, staff, quality of care and other outcomes? Currently funded by THE CURI Affiliate Evaluation Initiatives bedford, Massachusetts - eHealth Bedford
and Boston, Ma.- Assessment VA Patient Care Center: Patient, Supplier, and Organizational Views Boston/Bedford, Mass. - Innovators network-population factors, organizational capacity, workflow and resources Boston, Mass. - Evaluation of patient safety practices to provide timely, high
quality care to veterans, N.C. Ann Arbor, Mich., and Bedford, Mass. - Distribution of Access to Health, Activities, Research and Knowledge (SHAARK) Durham, N.C. - Care Support (VA-CARES) Hines, Ill. - TeleWound Practice Affiliate Initiative for Evaluation of Houston, Texas -
Assessment of FLOW Implementation in VISN 19: Transition of Stabilized Mental Health Patients in Primary Health Care Iowa City, AR - Assessment of National Implementation in Iowa City Primary Health Care, A. Diffusion of Excellence Initiative on Advance Care Planning through Group
Visits to Los Angeles , California and Boston, Mass. - Additional and Integrative Health Assessment Center Los Angeles, Ca.- Evaluation of evidence improves the quality of integrated women's health care in low-effective VA Services Los Angeles, Calif. - Office of Health Justice-KUERY
Madison, WI - Building Implementation Of Science for VA Health-Related Infection Prevention Palo Alto, Calif. - Expanding veterans' access to medical care via video telemedicine pill Penn State - Using Data Driven Implementation Strategies to Improve the Quality of Cirrhosis Care Palo
Alto, CA Providence, RI - Social Performance For Rural Veterans Assessment (SERVE) Salem, VA - Hospital Acquired Pneumonia, TX - Assessment of Implementation of National Point of Care Seattle, Wash. - Randomized Assessment of Caring Suicide Prevention Campaign Letters for
Military Transition to Civilian Life Seattle, WA and Denver, CO - FLOW3: Diffusion of Excellence Gold Status Practice - Enterprise-Wide Diffusia Tampa , Florida - VA Care Innovation Collaboration for Impact Assessment Ann Arbor, MI - VA Care: Efficiency and Entry Boston, Ma.G. - Clinic
Management Curriculum /Center for Access Policy Assessment and Research (CAPER) Boston, Massachusetts and Iowa City, IA MA and Palo Alto, CA - Lean Enterprise Transformation Buffalo, NY - Supporting STAR-VA: Affiliate Veteran Assessment, implementations and factors
contributing to positive sustainable outcomes to inform the ongoing implementation of the Program Denver, CO and Seattle, Washington - Denver-Seattle Specialty Assessment Initiative North Little Rock, AR and Seattle, Washington - Social Determinants of Health and Health, OR - Action-
focused evaluation of inter-professional learning efforts in CoEPCE and IAPACT Environment Providence, RI - Distribution of the Home Nursing Awards argumentation analysis and evaluation pdf
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